A search is presented for the Higgs boson off-shell production in gluon fusion and vector boson fusion processes with the Higgs boson decaying into a W + W − pair and the W bosons decaying leptonically. The data observed in this analysis are used to constrain the Higgs boson total decay width. The analysis is based on the data collected by the CMS experiment at the LHC, corresponding to integrated luminosities of 4.9 fb −1 at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV and 19.4 fb −1 at 8 TeV, respectively. An observed (expected) upper limit on the off-shell Higgs boson event yield normalised to the standard model prediction of 2.4 (6.2) is obtained at the 95% CL for the gluon fusion process and of 19.3 (34.4) for the vector boson fusion process. Observed and expected limits on the total width of 26 and 66 MeV are found, respectively, at the 95% confidence level (CL). These limits are combined with the previous result in the ZZ channel leading to observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on the width of 13 and 26 MeV, respectively. [7, 10] , which makes the particle compatible with a single narrow resonance. At the LHC, the precision of direct width measurements is limited by the instrumental resolution of the ATLAS and CMS experiments, which is three orders of magnitude larger than the expected natural width for the SM Higgs boson,
Introduction
A new particle, with properties consistent with those of the standard model (SM) Higgs boson (H), was discovered at the CERN LHC with a mass near 125 GeV by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations [1] [2] [3] . Several properties of this particle have been measured to check its consistency with the SM [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Direct measurements of the total decay width of the Higgs boson (Γ H ) gave upper limits of 3.4 GeV in the 4 decay channel (where lepton, , corresponds to either an electron or a muon) [8] and 2.4 GeV in the γγ decay channel [7, 10] , which makes the particle compatible with a single narrow resonance. At the LHC, the precision of direct width measurements is limited by the instrumental resolution of the ATLAS and CMS experiments, which is three orders of magnitude larger than the expected natural width for the SM Higgs boson, Γ SM H ∼ 4.1 MeV [11] . The ratio of the natural width of the discovered boson with respect to that of the SM Higgs boson was assessed by ATLAS [12] in the combination of all on-shell decay modes, including invisible and undetectable ones, and found to be Γ H /Γ SM H = 0.64
+0.40
−0.25 under the model-dependent assumption that couplings of the 125 GeV boson to W and Z bosons could not be greater than those in the SM. The sizable off-shell production of the Higgs boson can also be used to constrain its natural width. A measurement of the relative off-shell and onshell production provides direct information on Γ H [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , as long as the Higgs boson off-and on-shell production mechanisms are the same as in the SM and the ratio of couplings governing off-and on-shell production remains unchanged with respect to the SM predictions. For example, we assume that the dominant production mechanism is gluon fusion (GF) and not quarkantiquark annihilation. Also, we assume that GF production is dominated by the top quark loop and there are no beyond-SM particles significantly contributing in the entire on/off-shell mass range probed by the analysis. Finally, the relative rate of off-shell and on-shell production depends on the tensor structure of the couplings for the discovered boson [19, 20] . Possible contributions from anomalous couplings are not considered in this analysis.
The CMS experiment already used off-shell production to constrain Γ H , using H → ZZ decays to 4 and 2 2ν final states, and obtained observed (expected) upper limits of Γ H < 22 (33) MeV at the 95% confidence level (CL) [21] . The 4 analysis was later updated [22] to include some improvements and allow for studies of anomalous H → ZZ couplings via their effect on the off-shell production.
Similarly, ATLAS presented a study in the ZZ and WW channels that constrained the observed (expected) upper limit on the off-shell event yield normalised to the SM prediction (signal strength µ) to the range of 5.1-8.6 (6.7-11.0). The range is determined by varying the gg → WW and gg → ZZ background K factor within the uncertainty of the higher-order QCD correction [23] . An observed (expected) upper 95% CL limit of Γ H < 23 (33) MeV was obtained, assuming the background K factor is equal to the signal K factor.
Event datasets and Monte Carlo simulation samples
The paper is organized as follows: after a brief description of the CMS detector in Section 2, event datasets and Monte Carlo (MC) simulation samples are presented in Section 3. The object reconstruction and event selection are described in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. These are followed by the analysis strategy in Section 6 and a description of systematic uncertainties in Section 7. The individual results for the H → WW channel and the combination of these results with those from the ZZ channels are reported in Sections 8 and 9, and the summary is given in Section 10.
The CMS detector
The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal diameter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume there are a silicon pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter, each composed of a barrel and two endcap sections. Forward calorimeters extend the pseudorapidity coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detectors up to |η| < 5. Muons are measured in gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel fluxreturn yoke outside the solenoid. The missing transverse momentum vector p miss T is defined as the projection on the plane perpendicular to the beams of the negative vector sum of the momenta of all reconstructed particles in an event. Its magnitude is referred to as E miss T . A more detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a definition of the coordinate system and the relevant kinematic variables can be found in [27] .
Event datasets and Monte Carlo simulation samples
The explicit final state used is the different-flavor dilepton final state W + W − → e ± νµ ∓ ν. The same-flavor dilepton final states W + W − → e + νe − ν/µ + νµ − ν are not considered, as they are overwhelmed by background from the Drell-Yan Z/γ * → + − production.
The events are triggered by requiring the presence of either one or two high-p T electrons or muons with tight lepton identification and isolation criteria and with |η| < 2.4 (2.5) for muon (electron) [28, 29] . Triggers with a single lepton have electron (muon) p T thresholds ranging from 17 to 27 (24) GeV. The higher thresholds are used for data taking periods with higher instantaneous luminosity. For the dilepton triggers, one lepton with p T > 17 GeV and another with p T > 8 GeV are required. The average combined trigger efficiency for events that pass the full event selection is 96% as measured in independent datasets obtained using different triggers.
This analysis uses the dominant SM Higgs boson production modes of GF and vector boson fusion (VBF). Other processes are not expected to contribute significantly to off-shell production [21] . The analysis accounts for possible interference between the Higgs boson signal and background processes when both have identical initial and final states. Relevant leading order (LO) Feynman diagrams for GF and VBF processes for signal and background, which interfere with the signal, are depicted in Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively. Following the previous study in the ZZ channels [21] , a Higgs boson mass of m H = 125.6 GeV [8] , with width Γ H = 4.15 MeV [11] , is assumed for all of the event generation. The small difference from the combined CMS and ATLAS Higgs boson mass, 125.1 ± 0.2 GeV [30] , is found to have negligible impact on the width calculation.
The on-shell GF (VBF) signal, tt, and tW processes are generated with the POWHEG 1.0 generator [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . The other background processes, WZ, ZZ, VVV (V = W/Z), Z/γ * , and→ WW, are simulated using the MADGRAPH 5.1 event generator [36] as described in detail in the onshell H → W + W − analysis [37] .
For the specific description of the Higgs boson off-shell region, the Higgs boson signal, the continuum gg → WW background, and their signal-background interference samples are generated using GG2VV 3.1.5 [38] for GF production, and PHANTOM 1.2.5 [39] for VBF production at LO accuracy with the SM Higgs boson width. The CTEQ6L [40] LO parton distribution functions (PDF) are used by GG2VV and PHANTOM. The dynamic factorization and renormalization scales of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) for GG2VV are set to half the invariant mass of two W bosons, µ F = µ R = m WW /2. For PHANTOM the QCD scale is set to
Ti , where p Ti denotes the transverse momentum of the ith particle in the final state with 6 particles defined in Fig. 2 [39] . The cross sections and various distributions at generator level obtained from GG2VV are cross-checked by comparing them to MCFM 6.8 [41] results. For all processes, the parton showering and the hadronization are implemented using PYTHIA (version 6.422) [42] .
The K factor for the GF process gg → H → WW is known up to next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) [43, 44] . A value in the range 1.6-2.6 has been obtained with an approximately flat dependency on m WW . For this analysis we use a value K = 2.1 affected by an uncertainty as large as 25% as discussed in Section 7. A soft collinear approximation for the NNLO QCD calculation of the signal-background interference for the GF processes is reported in [43] , which shows that the K factor computed for the SM Higgs boson signal process is a good approximation to the interference process K factor. A similar study using soft gluon resummation confirms the same K factor for the signal and the interference term at next-to-leading order (NLO) and NNLO [44] . The NLO QCD corrections to the LO background GF process, gg → WW, are computed in the heavy top quark approximation [45] , which shows that the K factor for the background is similar to that for the signal. Therefore, the K factor calculated in the on-shell signal phase space is also used for the background and the interference term based on theoretical expectations. The K factor, defined as the ratio of NLO to LO cross sections for VBF production, has been shown to be close to unity by the NLO calculation of electroweak and QCD processes, with a 2% theoretical uncertainty from missing higher-order effects [46] . The QCD NNLO calculations [47, 48] provide an identical cross section as obtained with the QCD NLO calculation within a theoretical uncertainty of about 2%. Therefore the K factor of the VBF process is set to unity with a 2% theoretical uncertainty.
In the GG2VV samples, jets are generated by the parton shower algorithm implemented in PYTHIA. A better jet categorization is obtained with the NLO generator POWHEG 1.0. The jet multiplicity of the GF GG2VV sample is reweighted to take advantage of the jet description at the matrix element level in POWHEG. A "jet bin migration scale factor" is estimated as a function of the generator-level m WW by the comparison of the reconstruction-level GG2VV m WW spectrum to the POWHEG m WW spectrum for each jet bin. As an example, the jet bin migration scale factor for the 0-jet bin varies by about 20% in the range 160 GeV < m WW < 1 TeV, reducing the number of events in the 0-jet bin in the low-m WW region and increasing this number in the high-m WW region. This jet bin migration scale factor is applied as a weight to the GG2VV sample used in this analysis. The scale factor, calculated with the signal sample, is assumed to be the same for the background and interference samples. The application of the factor to the background and interference samples has a negligible effect on the results.
The detector response is simulated using a detailed description of the CMS detector based on the GEANT4 package [49] . Minimum bias events are merged into the simulated events to reproduce the additional pp interactions in each bunch crossing (pileup). The simulated samples are reweighted to represent the pileup distribution as measured in the data. The average numbers of pileup interactions per beam crossing in the 7 TeV and 8 TeV data are about 9 and 21, respectively.
Object reconstruction
The particles candidates (e, µ, photon, charged hadron, and neutral hadron) in an event are reconstructed using the particle-flow algorithm [50, 51] . Clusters of energy deposition measured by the calorimeters, and tracks identified in the central tracking system and in the muon detectors, are combined to reconstruct individual particles.
Events used in this analysis are required to have two high-p T lepton candidates (an electron and a muon) originating from a single primary vertex. Among the vertices identified in an event, the one with the largest ∑ p 2 T , where the sum runs over all tracks associated with the vertex, is selected as the primary vertex.
Electron candidates are defined by a reconstructed track in the tracking detector pointing to a cluster of energy deposition in the ECAL [29] . The electron energy is measured primarily from the ECAL cluster energy, including bremsstrahlung recovery in the energy reconstruction by means of the standard CMS ECAL clustering algorithm. A dedicated algorithm combines the momentum of the track and the ECAL cluster energy, improving the energy resolution. A multivariate approach is employed to identify electrons, which combines several measured quantities describing track quality, ECAL cluster shapes, and the compatibility of the measurements from the tracker and the ECAL.
A muon candidate is identified by the presence of a track in the muon system matching a track reconstructed in the silicon tracker [28] . The precision of the measured momentum, based on the curvature of the track in the magnetic field, is ensured by the acceptability criteria of the global fit in the muon system and the hits in the silicon tracker. Photon emission from a muon can affect the event reconstruction, therefore a dedicated algorithm identifies such cases and rejects the corresponding events.
Electrons and muons are required to be isolated to distinguish between prompt leptons from W/Z boson decays and leptons from hadron decays or misidentified leptons in multijet production. Isolation criteria are based on the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of particles (scalar p T sum) in the isolation cone defined by ∆R = √ (∆η) 2 + (∆φ) 2 around the leptons. The scalar p T sum excludes the contribution of the candidate lepton itself. To remove the contribution from the overlapping pileup interactions in this isolation region, the charged particles included in the computation of the isolation variable are required to originate from the primary vertex. The contribution of pileup photons and neutral hadrons is estimated by the average particle p T density deposited by neutral pileup particles, and is subtracted from the isolation cone [52] . The relative electron isolation is defined by the ratio of the scalar p T sum in the isolation cone of ∆R = 0.3 to the transverse momentum of the candidate electron. Isolated electrons are selected by requiring the relative isolation to be below ∼10%. The exact threshold value depends on the electron η and p T [53, 54] . For each muon candidate, the scalar p T sum is computed in isolation cones of several radii around the muon direction. This information is combined using a multivariate algorithm that exploits the particles momentum deposition in the isolation annuli to discriminate between prompt muons and the muons from hadron decays inside a jet [28] .
Jets are reconstructed using the anti-k T clustering algorithm [55] with a distance parameter of 0.5, as implemented in the FASTJET package [56, 57] . A correction is applied to account for the pileup contribution to the jet energy similar to the correction applied for the lepton isolation. A combinatorial background arises from low-p T jets from pileup interactions which get clustered into high-p T jets. A multivariate selection is adopted to separate jets from the primary interaction and those reconstructed due to energy deposits associated with pileup interactions [58] . Jets considered for the event categorization are required to have p T > 30 GeV and |η| < 4.7 (4.5) for the 8 (7) TeV analysis.
The identification of bottom (b) quark decays is used to veto the background processes containing top quarks that subsequently decay to a b quark and a W boson. The b quark decay is identified by b quark jet (b jet) tagging criteria based on the impact parameter significance of the constituent tracks or the presence of a soft muon in the event from the semileptonic decay of the b quark [59] . For the former, the track counting high efficiency (TCHE) algorithm [59, 60] is used with a discriminator value greater than 2.1. For the latter, soft muon candidates are defined without isolation requirements to be within ∆R = 0.4 from a jet and are required to have p T > 3 GeV. These b tagging criteria retain ∼95% of the light-quark and gluon jets, while vetoing ∼70% of b jets that arise from events with top quarks. . The E miss T,min has a better performance than either of the two correlated projected 
Event selection
Two main production processes are considered, GF and VBF, for which the method to determine Γ H is identical, while event selections differ. To increase the sensitivity to the SM Higgs boson signal, events with a high-p T lepton pair of different flavor (one electron and one muon, eµ) are selected, and categorized according to jet multiplicities: zero jets (0-jet category), one jet (1-jet category), and two or more jets (2-jet category). Higgs boson signal events in the 0-and 1-jet categories are mostly produced by the GF process, whereas the 2-jet category is more sensitive to the VBF production.
The WW baseline selection criteria are the same as those used in the on-shell H → WW analysis [37] . For all jet multiplicity categories, candidate events are required to have two oppositely charged different-flavor leptons with p 1 T > 20 GeV for the leading lepton and p 2 T > 10 GeV for the sub-leading lepton. Lepton pseudorapidities are restricted to be in the acceptance region of the detector, |η| < 2.5 (2.4) for electrons (muons). A small number of the electrons and muons considered in the analysis come from leptonic decays of τ leptons after high p T cuts of lepton. Using simulation, the signal contribution of τ leptonic decay from the H → WW process, with one or both W bosons decaying to τν, is estimated to be about 10%. The E miss T,min variable is required to be above 20 GeV to suppress Z/γ * → + − and Z/γ * → τ + τ − backgrounds. The analysis requires the invariant mass of the dilepton m > 12 GeV to reject the contributions from charmonium and bottomonium resonance decays. Events having any b jet are vetoed in order to suppress background events with top quarks. The selection defined above is referred to as the WW baseline selection.
The GF selection consists of the WW baseline selection and is applied to events of the 0-jet and 1-jet categories. The 2-jet category of the WW baseline selection is enriched in VBF production by requiring that the two highest p T jets are separated by |∆η jj | > 2.5. In addition the pseudorapidity of each lepton i must obey the relation |η l i − (η j 1 + η j 2 )/2|/|∆η jj | < 0.5, where η l i , η j 1 and η j 2 are the pseudorapidities of the lepton and the two jets, and ∆η jj is the η distance between the two highest p T jets. These cuts are based on the "VBF cuts" defined in Ref. [61] , exploiting the topology of VBF events. The invariant mass m jj of the two highest p T jets must be larger than 500 GeV. For events with three or more jets, the lowest p T jets should not be between the two highest p T jets in η.
Analysis strategy
The events retained after the WW baseline selection and the subsequent GF and VBF categorization are further partitioned into two sub-samples. The first sub-sample, where events are required to have m < 70 GeV is attributed to the on-shell Higgs boson category, while the second sub-sample with m > 70 GeV is attributed to the off-shell Higgs boson category. The expected on-shell Higgs boson signal is 196 (3) events in the on(off)-shell category and the expected off-shell Higgs boson signal is 2 (7) events in the on(off)-shell category for 0-jet events after the baseline selection. The level of on-and off-shell Higgs boson separation is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 where the left (right) column shows the distributions in the on(off)-shell category. The selection criteria for the on-shell category is the same as the previous on-shell H → W + W − study [37] , but is modified for the off-shell region as p T > 45 GeV and p T 2 > 20 GeV due to the different kinematics of signal and background production processes. The transverse mass In order to enhance the sensitivity, a boosted decision tree [62] multivariate discriminator (MVA) is implemented with the toolkit for multivariate analysis (TMVA) package [63] and is trained to discriminate between the off-shell Higgs boson signal and the other SM backgrounds. Seven variables, m H T , m , the opening angle ∆φ between the two leptons, p T , E miss T in an event, p T 1 , and p T 2 , are used for the boosted decision tree training and enter into the MVA discriminant. Figure 3 shows the MVA discriminant distribution tested on a top quark enriched region with 1 b-tagged jet of p T > 30 GeV, where good agreement between data and MC simulation is observed. After validation of the MVA discriminant variable with 8 TeV MC simulation and data for the 0-and 1-jet categories, the discrimination in these categories is performed using the m and MVA variables, which achieve a 4% improvement on the expected width limit compared to the m and m H T variables. The analysis of other categories (8 TeV 2-jet category and all three of 7 TeV dataset categories) use the m and m H T variables. The selections and fit variables for the on and off-shell regions are given in Table 1 .
Twelve two-dimensional (2D) distributions m versus m H T (m versus MVA for 8 TeV 0, 1-jet categories) with variable bin size are defined. The bin widths are optimized to achieve good separation between the SM Higgs boson signal and backgrounds, while maintaining adequate statistical uncertainties in all the bins. A 2D binned likelihood fit is performed simultaneously to these twelve distributions using template 2D distributions which are obtained from the signal and background simulation. For both the GF and VBF cases, expected event rates per bin are constructed to be on-, or off-shell SM Higgs boson signal-like (P H ), background-like (P bkg ) or interference-like (P int ) defined in terms of the m and m H T (MVA) observables. To obtain a ) without correlation to the on-shell GF (VBF) signal strength µ GF (µ VBF ), the total expected event rates per bin (P tot (m , m H T (MVA)|µs)) can be written using these functions following [17, 64] as
(1)
Here, Pbkg is the contribution from the→ WW continuum background, and P other bkg includes the other background contributions. Similarly, the likelihood function of the total width Γ H is obtained with the total expected event rates per bin (P tot (m , m H T (MVA)|r))
where, r = Γ H /Γ SM H is the scale factor with respect to the Γ SM H determined by the Higgs boson mass value used in the simulation.
The normalisation and shape of the template 2D distributions used in the fit for the background processes are obtained following the same procedure as in Ref. [37] . Most of the background processes such as top quark, Wγ * , and W + jets production, are estimated from data control regions. The normalisation of the→ WW background is constrained by the fit of m versus m H T or m versus MVA discriminant distribution using shapes determined by simulation. For the 2-jet category, the WW background normalization is taken from the MC simulation. , and 1-jet (c) and (d) categories, and the VBF 2-jet category (e) and (f) for 7 TeV data. The distributions are weighted as described in the text. In the histogram panels, the expected off-shell SM Higgs boson signal rate, including signal-background interference, is calculated for Γ H = 30Γ SM H and is shown with and without stacking on top of the backgrounds. In the data/MC panels, the expected off-shell SM Higgs boson rate is calculated for Γ H = Γ SM H for the comparison. 
Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties for this analysis, presented in Table 2 , are classified into three categories as described in detail in Ref. [37] and include uncertainties in the background yield predictions derived from data, experimental uncertainties affecting normalisation and shapes of signal and backgrounds distributions obtained from simulation, and theoretical uncertainties affecting signal and background yields estimated using simulation.
The dominant background for the 0-jet category is continuum→ WW production. The normalization of the→ WW background for the 0 (1)-jet categories is determined from the 2D binned template fit to the data with 8 (18)% uncertainty dominated by the statistical uncertainty in the number of observed events. The template 2D distribution obtained from the default generator is replaced by another one from POWHEG to estimate the shape uncertainty in the fit.
Top quark production is the main background for the 1-jet and 2-jet categories. Backgrounds from top quarks are identified and rejected via b jet tagging based on the TCHE and the soft muon tagging algorithms. The efficiency to identify top quark events is measured in a control sample dominated by tt and tW events, which is selected by requiring one b-tagged jet. The total uncertainty in the top quark background contribution is about 10% for 0,1-jet and about 30% for 2-jet category. The scale of these uncertainties is defined by the control sample size (number of events) and the uncertainty of tagging algorithms.
The Z/γ * → τ + τ − background process is estimated using Z/γ * → µµ events selected in data, in which muons are replaced with simulated τ decays. The uncertainty in the estimation of this background process is about 10%.
The non-prompt lepton background contributions originating from the leptonic decays of heavy quarks and τ leptons, hadrons misidentified as leptons, and electrons from photon conversions in W + jets and QCD multijet production, are suppressed by the identification and isolation requirements on electrons and muons, as described in Section 4. The remaining contribution from the non-prompt lepton background is estimated directly from data. The efficiency, pass , for a jet that satisfies the loose lepton requirements to pass the standard selection is determined using an independent sample dominated by events with non-prompt leptons from QCD multijet processes. This efficiency is then used to weight the data with the loose selection to obtain the estimated contribution from the non-prompt lepton background in the signal region. The systematic uncertainty has two sources: the dependence of pass on the sample composition, and the method. The total uncertainty in pass , including the statistical precision of the control sample is about 40% for all cases (on-and off-shell, and all jet categories).
The contribution from W/γ * background processes is evaluated using a simulated sample, in which one lepton escapes detection. The K factor of the simulated sample is calculated by data control regions, where a high-purity control sample of W/γ * events with three reconstructed lepton is defined and compared to the simulation. A factor of 1.5 ± 0.5 with respect to the LO prediction is found. The shape of the discriminant variables used in the signal extraction for the Wγ process is obtained from data control region that has 200 times more events than the simulated sample [37] . The normalization is taken from simulated samples with uncertainty of 20% dominated by the size of sample.
The integrated luminosity is measured using data from the HF system and the pixel detector [25, 26] . The uncertainties in the integrated luminosity measurement are 2.2% at 7 TeV and 2.6% at 8 TeV.
The lepton reconstruction efficiency in MC simulation is corrected to match data using a control sample of Z/γ * → + − events in the Z boson peak region [29] . The associated uncertainty is about 4% for electrons and 3% for muons. The associated shape uncertainty is found to be negligible. On-shell signal 20% (GF); 2% (VBF) Off-shell signal 25% (GF); 2% (VBF) Bkg. and sig. + bkg. interf. 35% (GF); 2% (VBF) Exclusive jet bin fractions 30-50% (GF); 3-11% (VBF) PDFs 3-8% Underlying event and parton shower 20% (GF); 10% (VBF)
Uncertainties in the jet energy scales affect the jet multiplicity and the jet kinematic variables. The corresponding systematic uncertainties are computed by repeating the analysis with varied jet energy scales up and down by one standard deviation around their nominal values [65] . As a result, the uncertainty on the event selection efficiency is about 10%.
For the 2-jet category, the→ WW background rate is estimated from simulation with a theoretical uncertainty of 20% by comparing two different generators POWHEG and MADGRAPH.
The total theoretical uncertainties in the diboson and multiboson production WZ, ZZ, VVV, (V = W/Z), are estimated from the scale variation of renormalization and factorisation by a factor of two and are about 4% [66] .
The production cross sections and their uncertainties used for the SM Higgs boson expectation are taken from Refs. [67, 68] . The uncertainties in the inclusive yields from missing higherorder corrections are evaluated by the change in the QCD factorization and renormalization scales and propagated to the K factor uncertainty. The K factor uncertainty for the on-shell (off-shell) GF component is as large as 20 (25)% and it is 2% for the VBF production in both onand off-shell regions. The gg → WW background and interference K factors for GF production in the off-shell region are assumed to be the same as the signal K factor with an additional 10% uncertainty [43, 44] .
The uncertainty on the predicted yield per jet bin associated with unknown higher order QCD corrections for GF are computed following the Stewart-Tackmann procedure [69] . Samples have been produced with the SHERPA 2.1.1 generator [70] [71] [72] , which includes a jet at the QCD matrix element calculation for gg → WW. The factorization and renormalization scales are varied by factors of 1/2 and 2. In the off-shell GF production, the uncertainty on the yield in each jet bin is about 30% for the 0-and 1-jet cases and 50% for the 2-jet case. The effect of the large uncertainty in the 2-jet bin is negligible in the final results.
A similar comparison for the off-shell region is performed for the VBF process, where the offshell generation is provided by PHANTOM, which has LO accuracy. Since two jets are generated at the matrix element level, the correction factor to take into account jet bin migration is small and the uncertainty associated with it varies between 3% and 11%, depending on the jet bin.
The impact of variations in the choice of PDFs and QCD coupling constant on the yields is evaluated following the PDF4LHC prescription [73] , using the CT10, NNPDF2.1 [74] , and MSTW2008 [75] PDF sets. For the gluon-initiated signal processes (GF and ttH), the PDF uncertainty is about 8%, while for the quark-initiated processes (VBF and Higgs boson production in association with a vector boson, VH) it is 3-5%.
The systematic uncertainties due to the underlying event and parton shower model [76, 77] are estimated by comparing samples simulated with different parton shower tunes and by disabling the underlying event simulation. The uncertainties are around 20% for GF and 10% for VBF.
The overall sensitivity of the analysis to systematic uncertainties can be quantified as the relative difference in the observed limits on Γ H with and without systematic uncertainties included in the analysis; it is found to be about 30%.
Constraints on Higgs boson width with WW decay mode
Three separate likelihood scans are performed for the data observed in the twelve 2D distributions described in Section 6: −2∆ ln L(data|µ off-shell
, and −2∆ lnL(data|Γ H ), using data density functions defined by Eqs. (1) and (2), where −2∆ ln L is defined as
The profile likelihood function defined in Eq. (3) is assumed to follow a χ 2 distribution (asymptotic approximation [78] ). We set 95% CL limits on value x from −2∆ ln L(data|x) = 3.84.
When the negative log-likelihood, −2∆ ln L, of µ off-shell GF (µ off-shell VBF ) is scanned, the other signal strengths are treated as nuisance parameters. The uncertainties described in Section 7 are incorporated as nuisance parameters in the scan. The observed (expected) constraints of the off-shell signal strengths for six off-shell 2D distributions (0-jet, 1-jet, 2-jet categories for 7 and 8 TeV data) are µ off-shell GF < 3.5 (16.0) and µ off-shell VBF < 48.1 (99.2) at 95% CL, as shown in Fig. 6 . The tighter than expected constraints arise from the deficit in the observed number of events that is seen consistently in all jet categories in the phase space most sensitive to the off-shell production, as shown in Fig. 5 .
The results are shown in Fig. 7 The coverage probability of the 95% CL limit has been verified with toy MC simulation samples generated according to different r hypotheses in Eq. (2) . The toy MC sample generated with r = 1 has been used to estimate the p-value of an observed limit of <26 MeV, while the expected one is < 66 MeV. A p-value of 3.6% is obtained.
Constraints on Higgs width with WW and ZZ decay modes
To exploit the full power of the Higgs boson width measurement technique based on the offshell Higgs boson production approach, the results using H → WW reported here are combined with those found using H → ZZ [21, 22] . The H → ZZ results are obtained using datasets corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 5.1 (19.7) fb −1 at 7 (8) TeV. The statistical methodology used in this combination is the same as the one employed in Ref. [21] .
The likelihood of the off-shell signal strength is scanned with the assumption of SU (2) For the likelihood scan of Γ H , this analysis considers the possible difference of signal strength measurements between the two Higgs boson decay modes with an assumption that the ratio of signal strengths is the same for each GF and VBF processes. Accordingly, µ WW GF , µ WW VBF , µ ZZ GF , and µ ZZ VBF can be expressed in terms of three independent parameters left floating in the fit: µ GF , µ VBF , and Λ WZ : µ WW GF = µ GF , µ WW VBF = µ VBF , µ ZZ GF = Λ WZ µ GF , and µ ZZ VBF = Λ WZ · µ VBF , where µ GF and µ VBF are the Higgs boson signal strengths for the GF and VBF production as in Eq. (2) and Λ WZ is the common ratio µ ZZ GF /µ WW GF = µ ZZ VBF /µ WW VBF = Λ WZ . Figure 9 shows the combined likelihood scan as a function of the Higgs boson width. The observed (expected) combined limit for the width corresponds to 13 (26) MeV at 95% CL. The observed limit improves by 50% the result of the H → WW channel alone (<26 MeV) and by 41% the observed limit of < 22 MeV set in the H → ZZ channel alone [21] . The result is about a factor of 3 larger than the SM expectation of Γ H ≈ 4 MeV. Using pseudo data generated with the SM Higgs boson width, the p-value for the observed limit is 7.4%. The relaxation of the same GF and VBF signal strength ZZ/WW ratios increases the observed combined 95% CL limit on the width to Γ H < 15 MeV. 
Summary
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